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This stunning, hilarious, and action-packed graphic novel co-written by New York Times
bestselling and Newbery Honor winning author Shannon Hale re-imagines Rapunzel's story . . .
in the wild west!Rapunzel escapes her tower-prison all on her own, only to discover a world
beyond what she'd ever known before. Determined to rescue her real mother and to seek
revenge on her kidnapper would-be mother, Rapunzel and her very long braids team up with
Jack (of Giant killing fame) and together they preform daring deeds and rescues all over the
western landscape, eventually winning the justice they so well deserve.Don't miss any of these
other books from New York Times bestselling author Shannon Hale:Graphic Novelswith Dean
Hale, illustrated by Nathan HaleRapunzel's RevengeCalamity JackThe Books of BayernThe
Goose GirlEnna BurningRiver SecretsForest BornThe Princess Academy trilogyPrincess
AcademyPrincess Academy: Palace of StonePrincess Academy: The Forgotten SistersBook of
a Thousand DaysDangerousFor AdultsAustenlandMidnight in AustenlandThe Actor and the
Housewife

"Hale has created a richly imagined, mythical . . . highly successful." - Booklist, starred review, on
BOOK OF 1000 DAYS"This novel will be a special treat." - Publishers Weekly, starred review, on
RIVER SECRETSAbout the AuthorShannon Hale is the New York Times bestselling author of
over thirty books, including fantasy novels The Goose Girl and Book of a Thousand Days,
science fiction novel Dangerous, Newbery Honor winner Princess Academy, graphic novel
memoirs Real Friends and Best Friends (with LeUyen Pham), and romantic comedy Austenland
(now a major motion picture starring Keri Russell). She lives in Utah with her husband and
frequent collaborator Dean Hale, their four remarkable children, and two ridiculous cats named
Misty Knight and Mike Hat.Nathan Hale is the author and illustrator of the picture book The Devil
You Know, and the illustrator of The Dinosaur’s Night Before Christmas, Animal House, and
Balloon on the Moon. He has also illustrated two graphic novels, Rapunzel’s Revenge and
Calamity Jack by Shannon and Dean Hale.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Rapunzel's RevengeBy Shannon Hale Dean HaleBLOOMSBURYCopyright © 2008
Shannon Hale and Dean HaleAll right reserved.Chapter OneOnce Upon a TowerOnce upon a
time, there was a beautiful little girlThat's me there.I live in a grand villa ...... with loyal
servants ...... tasty food ...... and my mother.Or who I thought was my mother.But more on that in
a minute.The Villa had three stories seventy-eight rooms, one thousand and twelve chairs.I
know, because I counted them all. There wasn't much else to do.Yep. Home.No one was horribly
mean to me or anything.In fact, one of the guards-Mason-he was right kind.He taught me tricks
when he thought Mother wasn't looking.Now it seems so strange that I lived all those years in
the Villa ...... and never realized what was going on.Never saw who Mother really was.... MY



FARM CAN'T GET BY WITHOUT YOUR GROWTH MAGIC ... I SWEAR WE'LL PAY DOUBLE
NEXT YEAR ...And the kinds of things she was capable of doing.I didn't understand then why I
felt the way I did--like something lost, like a toy left our in the rain.And I didn't know why I had that
dream again and again.Or why it always left me feeling as sad as a toad.THIS MORNING IS
ABSURD, RAPUNZEL. YOU SHOULD BE THE HAPPIEST GIRL IN ALL THE WORLD.I ... I
HAD ONE OF THOSE DREAMS LAST NIGHT-I TOLD YOU TO NEVER SPEAK ABOUT THAT
AGAIN, YOU UNDERSTAND ME?YES. SORRY.IGNORE THE DREAMS, MY DEAR, AND
THEY'LL GO AWAY.I guess I might've spent my whole life in that Villa ...... never learning the
truth ...... if not for that darn wall.Deep in my gut, I believed if I could just look over it, just see
what was there, my dreams would make sense. Everything would make sense.THERE'S A
WALL IN THE GARDEN.YES. IT'S MADE OF STONES.WHAT'S BEHIND THE WALL,
MOTHER?NOTHING. GO PLAY, RAPUNZEL.I'M GOING TO GO UP ON THE WALL, JUST
FOR A MINUTE, OKAY?ABSOLUTELY NOT. IT'S TOO DANGEROUS FOR LITTLE
GIRLS.YOU'LL SEE WHEN YOU'RE READY.ONE DAY, MY VILLA, MY GARDEN ...... AND
EVERYTHING VISIBLE FROM THE TOP OF THAT WALL ...... WILL BE YOURS.I'd always know
she had growth magic.I'd seen her make things grow or wilt, as easy as snapping her fingers.
But she'd tested me once and I was winter-creek dry of any power.I'd never dared disobey
Mother before, but on my twelfth birthday, I couldn't stand it anymore. I needed to see what was
over that wall ...... whether Mother wanted me to or not.After all, what was the worst she could do
to me?The stairs had too many guards.So I found another way up.Call mo a numbskull if you
like ...... but I never expected anything like what I saw.I was speechless.WELL I'LL BE
SWIGGER-JIGGERED AND HUNG OUT TO DRY.Sort of.HEY!MASON!RAPUNZEL?WHAT'S
GOING ON? WHO ARE THOSE PEOPLE? WHAT IS THIS PLACE?DOES YOUR MOTHER
KNOW YOU'RE HERE?NO, BUT I JUST WANTED TO-GOT 'ER!SHE SLIPPED OVER THE
WALL, THE LITTLE NUISANCE. I'LL HAUL HER BACK.OW!EASY THERE, BERT.GOTHEL
DOESN'T WANT HER DAUGHTER OUT HERE-YOU KNOW THAT.I KNOW IT, BUT SHE'S
HERE, AND GOTHEL WON'T BE PLEASED IF YOU HURT THE GIRL.MASON, PLEASE TELL
ME WHAT'S-YOU'LL HAVE TO ASK YOUR MOTHER ABOUT IT, RAPUNZEL. WHY DON'T
YOU GO GET A DRINK OF WATER BEFORE BERT WALKS YOU BACK.HMM? LOOKING
FOR A DRINK, ARE YOU?YOU CAN TAKE A DIP FROM MY BUCKET, SO LONG AS YOU
DON'T TAKE A DOG'S AGE ABOUT IT.YOU LOOK SORT OF FAMILIAR.DO I? WELL, YOU
DON'T LOOK LIKE YOU BELONG IN THE MINE CAMPS. WHAT'S YOUR NAME?
RAPUNZEL.RAPUNZEL ... LIKE THE LETTUCE. THAT'S AN UNUSUAL NAME.I USED TO
LOVE RAPUNZEL LEAF....WHEN I WAS PREGNANT MY HUSBAND ESCAPED FROM THE
MINE CAMP AND SNEAKED INTO MOTHER GOTHEL'S GARDEN JUST TO GET
SOME.'COURSE HE GOT CAUGHT. FOOLHARDY MAN, BUT BRAVE AS THEY CAME.WHAT
HAPPENED?GOTHEL WAS POWERFUL MAD-SAID SHE'D DEMAND PAYMENT ONE DAY.
THREE YEARS LATER ... WELL, I WON'T BREAK YOUR HEART TELLING THAT PART OF
THE STORY.YOU WANT MY ADVICE? JUST STAY AWAY FROM THE VILLA AND THAT OLD



HAG GOTHEL.SOME DAYS I'D LIKE TO, BUT THAT'S A MITE HARD, SEEING AS HOW I LIVE
THERE.GOTHEL'S MY MOTHER.GOTHEL IS ... IS YOUR MOTHER? SHE NAME YOU
RAPUNZEL? YOU LOOK THE AGE.IT IS POSSIBLE ...?THEN THIS IS HER, MASON? SHE'S
ALIVE? THIS IS MY LITTLE GIRL?R ... RAPUNZEL?IT'S YOU. MY GIRL, MY FLOWER, I
KNOW IT'S YOU! I PRAYED YOU WERE ALL RIGHT.I DO KNOW YOU ... DON'T I?YOU'VE
BEEN GETTING WATER LONG ENOUGH! BACK INSIDE!GET BACK INTO CAMP NOW.I'M
YOUR MOTHER. THAT WOMAN TOOK YOU FROM ME! ALL THESE YEARS, I THOUGHT
SHE KILLED YOU.IT WAS MY FAULT. I WAS PREGNANT AND CRAVING GREENS.GOTHEL
THREATENED PUNISHMENT FOR THE THEFT, BUT WE NEVER IMAGINE SHE'D TAKE
YOU, OR WE WOULD'VE-THAT'S ENOUGH!PLEASE DON'T TAKE HER AWAY AGAIN!
PLEASE!I SAID THAT'S ENOUGH!UH!MOMMA?MY GIRL ...I'M SORRY, RAPUNZEL.IS ... IS
HER HUSBAND IN THE CAMP, TOO?NOPE. KATE'S HUSBAND WAS KILLED IN THE MINES
A FEW YEARS BACK.SOME OF THE MEN DON'T LAST TOO LONG. HEH.I guess you could
call it magic of a kind, but the moment that woman touched me, all the hazy memories in my
head became as real as rain.I knew that woman. Kate. Momma. I remembered being her little girl
before I became Rapunzel.The whole world shimmered with a new idea-my momma loving me
and me loving her back.YOU LIED TO ME.BACK THEN I DIDN'T HAVE SUCH A GOOD WALL.
NO ONE WILL STEAL FROM ME AGAIN.SO IT'S ALL TRUE?YOU SAW HOW THAT WOMEN
LIVES. THINK WHAT I SAVED YOU FROM.SHE'S ONLY IN THE MINES BECAUSE YOU-
UNGRATEFUL CHILD, SLAVES ARE NECESSARY TO BUILD UP MY EMPIRE. OUR
EMPIRE.OUR? IF I'D KNOWN WHAT WAS GOING ON, I WOULD'VE RUN AWAY LONG AGO!
When she quit arguing, I actually thought I'd won. For one amazing moment, I really believed it
was going to be happily-ever-after right then and there.I didn't anticipate the whole sticking-a-
sack-over-my-head thing.Her henchman, Brute, used to give me piggyback rides. This time,
being thrown over his shoulder wasn't so fun.We traveled for days.It got pretty hot and stinky
under that sack.Brute didn't let me see again until we were in a forest as green as Mother
Gothel's garden.It wasn't exactly the kind of place I'd care to take an afternoon stroll.Mother
Gothel had grown a creepy tree ...... with a hollowed-out room high up ...... perfect for
imprisoning a trouble maker.PLEASE, BRUTE! DON'T LEAVE ME HERE.MOTHER GOTHEL
SAYS YOU'RE NAUGHTY, SO HERE YOU GO.I was able to make some helpful observations
before he was out of earshot.They mostly had to do with his odor and bathroom habits.I hoped
he might come right back, that it was just a joke.But for all I Knew, he'd been eaten by a wild boar
in the forest.A girl can dream ...So.There I was.Nothing to do.Besides a little housekeeping.And
thinking.Again and again, I'd daydream about sneaking into the mines, saving my momma, and
running away to a place where we could be happy and safe.But I was stuck in the tower like an
ant in a drop of honey.So I did everything I could to keep from thinking.Winter was the
hardest.Mother Gothel's magic tree sealed up my window tighter to hoop in the warmth.But it
kept me in, too.In the winter all I could do was think.You bet I fantasized about escaping. And
saving my mother. And teaching Mother Gothel a lesson.And I had no idea how to do it.My bed



was made up of leaves. No blankets, so I couldn't tear them up, tie them into a rope, and lower
myself down like any sensible girl would.At least I always had plenty to eat. Another trick of
Mother Gothel's growth magic.And speaking of growth ...my hair was getting ridiculously
long ...... and I had to file down my nails every day.I guessed that forest must've been teeming
with growth magic-the beasts got huge ...... but I only got long hair and nails.Gothel never
bothered to explain to me how the magic worked.She came by once a year.HAVE YOU
GOTTEN OVER YOUR FIT OF REBELLION?THERE'S A FEATHER BED AND CLEAN
CLOTHES WAITING FOR YOU AT HOME.THANK YOU, MOTHER. I'M READY TO GO HOME.
AND BE A GOOD GIRL.I hoped she'd believe me and let me out so I could escape and go free
my mother.But I guess she could see through my act.She always left quickly.Being alone
became unbearable all over again.Sometimes I cried myself silly.Sometimes I got out my anger
in other ways.ARGH!OW.There were three books in the tower.By the second year, I had them
pretty well memorized.And then I started to find other ways to pass the time.To keep from going
batty, I made use of my dratted hair.EEEP!As soon as I thought my locks were long enough, I
tried to lower myself out of the tower.It turned out they weren't quite long enough.The last time
Mother Gothel visited was my sixteenth birthday.Happy birthday to me.OUT OF EVERY LITTLE
GIRL IN THE WORLD, I CHOSE YOU, RAPUNZEL!WELL, CHOOSE SOMEONE ELSE. MY
REAL MOTHER NEVER WOULD'VE PUT ME IN THIS ... THIS CAGE.HMPH. THE TRUTH IS,
YOU WERE LESS IMPORTANT TO HER THAN A HANDFUL OF LETTUCE LEAVES.MY OWN
PARENTS GOT RID OF ME WHEN I WAS STILL A GIRL.WE'RE THE SAME,
RAPUNZEL.WE'RE NOT! YOU'RE A THIEF!CHOOSE NOW.BE MY DAUGHTER AND CLAIM
THE BIRTHRIGHT I MADE FOR YOU, OR STAY IN THIS TOWER AND ROT.I guess I'd never
stood up to Mother Gothel before, and I don't mind admitting I was scared spitless, but I knew I
couldn't pretend anymore.So I told her to go to ...... someplace less nice.In hindsight, that
might've been a fairly stupid thing to do.Fortunately, every day my hair had been growing longer,
and the tree outside my window had been growing taller.I didn't have much time to practice. As
soon as Mother Gothel left, the food stopped coming, and the window seemed to be shrinking
with the intent to close forever.My first few attempts weren't extremely successful ...... but they
weren't completely fruitless either.And then at last ...... I managed to lasso the tree ...... swing
gracefully From my prison ...... climb down the tree's branches ...... and land triumphantly on the
forest floor.I knew I had to skedaddale before-SNORT. SNORT.WHOOPS.SNIFF.SNIFF.NICE
PIGGY?SNIFF.HELP!STOP!ACK!WAIT!AGH!WAIT, YOU EVIL HUNK OF HAM!UH-OH.OOF!I
wonder if I could've ridden that boar clear out of the forest and all the way back to Mother
Gothel's mine camps, if not for-OW! WHAT IN THE-ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?OH ...AM I ... AM I
ALL RIGHT?WELL, I WAS UNTIL SOMEONE SHOT MY NEW PET PITI WAS GOING TO CALL
HIM ROGER.YOU'RE WELCOME! ALL IN A DAY'S WORK. I'M AN ADVENTURING
HERO.WELL, IT'S NICE TO MEET YOU. IT'S NICE TO MEET ANYONE REALLY.CAN YOU
GIVE ME DIRECTIONS TO-I WAS GETTING SO BORED WATCHING THE WORKERS FARM
MY FIELDS ALL DAY.SO I LEFT BEHIND THE CIVILIZED COMFORTS OF HUSKER CITY,



FOLLOWING TALES OF A BEAUTIFUL MAIDEN TRAPPED IN A HIGH TOWER.OH! THAT'S
SO NOBLE OF YOU TO COME ALL THIS WAY TO HELP HER.YES, NOBLE IS A GOOD
WORD FOR ME.I CAN'T ACTUALLY RESCUE HER, OF COURSE. THE WORD IS SHE'S
MOTHER GOTHEL'S PET AND I WON'T RISK CROSSING THE OLD LADY.BUT I CAN TELL
HER I'M GOING TO RESCUE HER.SHE'S BOUND TO BE TOO NAIVE TO KNOW THE
DIFFERENCE, AND BE SUCH FUN THE MEANTIME!OH.SO, TINY RAGAMUFFIN, AS
PAYMENT FOR SAVING YOU FROM THAT RAMPAGING BEAST, YOU MAY POINT THE WAY
TO HER MYSTICAL TOWER.UH, YEAH, THE TOWER IS A HUGE TREE JUST BACK THAT
WAY, BUT ... BUT SHE'S SLIGHTLY DEAF. IF YOU KEEP CALLING OUT, SHE'LL HEAR
YOU.EVENTUALLY.EXCELLENT!AND I'M OFF.REMEMBER TO YELL AS LOUD AS YOU CAN!
This is where the "once upon a time" part ends, with yours truly finally free from that
perpendicular prison.HERE I GO.Besides being hungry enough to eat poor old Roger, all I could
think about was saving my mother and feeling again the way I had when she'd held me.And
along the way, I had a though to teach Mother Gothel that she can't be a bully without earning a
swift kick in the rear.Chapter TwoRustling Up Some GrubSo it was pretty hot.Actually, it was
more ugly hot.Other people! I wanted to talk the ear off the first person I saw, but all I could
manage was-WATER?ALL RIGHT, BUT THEN YOU AND YOUR INTERESTING HAIRDO HAD
BEST GET ON.After four years In a tower, it wasn't quite the welcome I'd been hoping
for.UH ...DOWN FROM THE CARRION GLADE, ARE YOU? NOTHIN' GOOD COMES FROM
THERE.OH. WELL, I'M NOT FROMORIGINALLY.I WAS JUST, YOU KNOW, ESCAPING.IS
THAT SO?I GREW UP IN A VILLA WITH MY ...... WITH A WOMAN NAMES GOTHEL.SAYS
SHE'S FROM GOTHEL'S VILLA! THAT'S A GOOD ONE.YOU'VE HEARD OF IT?COULD YOU
GIVE ME DIRECTIONS?WE DON'T TALK ABOUT MOTHER GOTHEL, IF YOU DON'T
MIND.TOO RISKY.OH.WELL, I'M MIGHTY HUNGRY.YOU CAN STOP OGLING MY
STEW.FOOD DOESN'T JUST GROW ON TREES, YOU KNOW.ACTUALLY, SOMETIMES IT-
YOU WANT SOMETHING, GIRL, YOU GOTTA EARN IT. CLEAN UP AND YOU CAN HAVE A
BITE BEFORE YOU GET ONE.I was beginning to worry I really was as naive and helpless as
that rifle-toting ninny in the forest thought I'd be.GOOD AFTERNOON, MA'AM.I WAS
WONDERING IF YOU HAD SOME HONORABLE BARMAID WORK, AND IF SO, I WOULD BE
EAGER TO APPLY FOR SUCH A POSITION POSTHASTE.TARNATION, GIRL, YOU AIN'T
GOT THE FACE FOR FRONT WORK.YOU TOLD HER RIGHT!HEY, HOW MUCH YOU WANT
FOR THAT GOOSE? THAT BIRD LOOKS LIKE GOOD EATIN'.AS MUCH AS I'D LIKE TO
ACCEPT YOUR OFFER, BEING IN URGENT NEED OF GOLD, THIS PARTICULAR GOOSE IS
NOT FOR SALE.I DON'T RECALL GIVING YOU A CHOICE.EASY, FOLKS, NO CALL FRO
TROUBLE.PIPE DOWN, RUBY. WE HAVEN'T SEEN A GOOD TUSSLE IN WEEKS.NAME A
FAIR PRICE, LITTLE LADY. I'LL BE TAKING THAT BIRD WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT. SO
SORRY TO TREAD UPON YOUR PEACEFUL AFTERNOON, FINE FOLK.IF YOU'LL BE SO
KIND, I'LL JUST TAKE MY EXIT.NOT SO FAST ...HEY, HOLD THE FORT-THAT'S A BOY!I used
to daydream about the real world.I imagine happy families ...OOF!HONK!URK.Places where



people fell in love and wonderful things happened.NOW WE GET A LITTLE SUPPER!And
instead I find people grabbing whatever they want, no matter who they hurt.NO!I didn't think
twice before pulling out my braid.OW!Only this wasn't like whipping flies off the tower wall.THAT
RAGGEDY LITTLE GIRL WHIPPED ME!I'LL SHOW HER....SHE'S TRYING TO BE A
HERO.WHOOPS.AIN'T THAT CUTE?WHA-HONK!HA!HENRY! RATTLESNAKE! GET IN HERE
AND BRING YOUR GUNS!COME ON, WE'VE GOT TO SCAM.BUT ... BUT I WAS HOPING
FOR SOME STEW.YOU'LL BE THE STEW IF YOU DON'T HUSTLE.ARE THESE YOUR
HORSES?UH ... SURE. YOU EVER RIDDEN A HORSE BEFORE?WELL, THERE WAS THIS
BOARD....THESE ARE THEIR HORSES, AREN'T THEY?OURS NOW.GIDDYUP!SQUAWK!
YOU TELL 'EM GOLDY!THE NAME'S JACK, BY THE WAY.WELL, I'M RAPUNZEL. HOWDY-DO
AND ALL BUT ...HOW DARE YOU TRICK ME INTO STEALING HORSES?HEY, IT WAS
EITHER THAT OR GET A BEHIND FULL OF BUCKSHOT. YOU SHOULD THANK ME!YOU
HAD NO RIGHT TO TURN ME INTO A THIEF-AROUND HERE, IT'S ROB OR BE ROBBED.
DON'T YOU KNOW THAT? WHERE'VE YOU BEEN?IN A PRISON.OH.WAIT, DON'T GO. YOU
SAVED MY GOOSE, AND I'M SORRY ABOUT THE HORSES.LOOK, WE SHOULD TAKE A
REST HERE TONIGHT, AT LEAST. IT'S DANGEROUS OUT THERE, AND I'M ITCHIN' TO
CHANGE MY GARB.YOU ARE ...... I'VE BEEN IN THIS DRESS FOR FOUR YEARS.HAH!
GOOD ONE!OH ... RIGHT. FOUR YEARS.IT'D BE NICE TO HAVE TROUSERS TO WEAR FOR
RIDING. HERE'S SOMETHING ...I'M CHANGING DON'T LOOK.WHAT DID YOU SAY?AAA! I
SAID DON'T LOOK!DON'T LOOK AT WHAT?MY UNDER CLOTHES!UM ... THEY LOOK A LOT
LIKE OUTER CLOTHES TO ME.AH.OH. SO THEY ARE.OKAY, NOW IT'S YOUR TURN NOT
TO LOOK.AREN'T YOU DONE YET?HOLD YOUR HORSES.TECHNICALLY, THEY AREN'T
MINE.AAAH!WHAT?YOU'RE IN UNDER CLOTHES!HOLY BEANS BUT THAT'S SURE A
MESS. HOW ABOUT A BELT?BETTER?NO.HMPH.WELL, THAT IS A RIDICULOUS
HAT.RIDICULOUS?IT'S THE STYLE BACK EAST. I'M FROM SHYPORT, WHICH HAPPENS TO
BE THE LARGEST AND MOST FASHIONABLE CITY IN ALL THE NEW WORLD
TERRITORIES.OH. IT STILL LOOKS FUNNY.MAYBE WE SHOULD KEEP MOVING. I DON'T
WANT TO GET CAUGHT BEFORE I HAVE A CHANGE TO RETURN THE HORSES YOU
STOLE.NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT THIS SPRING.HOW DID YOU KNOW ABOUT IT?
HIDEOUTS HAVE BECOME MY SPECIALTY. I'VE BEEN ... ER ... LYING LOW FOR A WHILE.
(Continues...)Excerpted from Rapunzel's Revengeby Shannon Hale Dean Hale Copyright ©
2008 by Shannon Hale and Dean Hale. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of
this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site.Read more
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KarToon12, “A wild west retelling of classic fairy tales. I've recently been getting into the genre of
the "retold fairy tale"; that is, taking an old fairy tale/tall tale/legend and changing the characters,
setting, and/or time period to make it something new and fresh. In this case, the idea of taking
classic characters like Rapunzel, Jack and the Beanstalk, etc, and placing them in a Western
setting immediately grabbed my attention, and this comic book didn't disappoint.A long time
ago, during the time of the old, wild west, a young girl named Rapunzel lives in a pleasant villa,
ruled over by her mother, Gothel. But one day, curiosity gets the best of Rapunzel, and she
scales the massive wall surrounding the villa, only to discover the outside landscape in ruin, and
worse; Gothel isn't her real mother, but a selfish witch who controls a huge chunk of the world,
thanks to her magic, plant-based powers. When Rapunzel refuses to go along with Gothel's
plans of conquest, the witch imprisons her in a tower (actually a giant tree). Over the years,
Rapunzel's hair grows to an enormous length, until finally, she engineers her own escape and
vows revenge against Gothel. After meeting up with a snarky, but friendly thief named Jack, the
two then set off on an adventure to defeat the witch and save the wild west. And fashioning her
long hair into lassos and whips, Rapunzel helps various characters along the way, and makes it
her mission to right all of Gothel's wrongs.After loving Disney's take on Rapunzel in the movie,
"Tangled", it was hard for me to not make comparisons while reading this. Jack (from Jack and
the Beanstalk) is certainly a lot like the lovable thief, Flynn Rider, but while he can be a trickster,
he never takes credit for any of "Punzie's" heroism; he's perfectly okay with being the sidekick.
And his goose companion/pet (from the Goose that Laid the Golden Egg) is both adorable and
hilarious. Gothel's a bit of a one note villain, however (even after it's explained how she came to
power), and it's odd how she's so dead set on Rapunzel becoming her "heir to the throne" as it
were, when the girl makes it clear she hates her. But the other characters make up for this, such
as the appearance of a pack of coyotes (a Big Bad Wolf reference?) and a village of small
people (a reference to Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, I take it).But the stand out character
is definitely Rapunzel herself. While she starts off her adventure understandably naive about the
world (since she was locked in a tower for years), she quickly comes into her own and learns
how to survive in the rough landscape; using no guns or any other weapons, save for her hair,
her bravery, and her wits. And she makes it clear she'll never stoop as low as stealing, or using
any underhanded methods to get what she wants. She's incredibly kind and selfless, but won't
back down from a fight either; always putting others before herself.The art style has an "old
timey" feel to it; servicing the steampunk/wild west theme very well. And the change up of setting
makes the classic fairy tales not just another carbon repeat of what's come before. The fact that
other classic stories are mixed together (all of which were mentioned in the above paragraphs)
is a nice touch, and just makes it even more unique.This is definitely one graphic novel to check
out, especially if you're tired of the same old fairy tales, or tired of Disney's take on these classic
stories, and are wanting something fresh and different. With a unique setting, and likeable



heroes, this is one story that deserves a movie adaption. Now I've got to check out the sequel,
"Calamity Jack".”

sam, “yes. grew up on this book bought it for my little sister she loved it”

Chris, “A Rip-roarin', Hair raisin', rollickin' good time. I haven't read any of Shannon Hale's other
work, but they are on my list. Still, when I saw the art for this book and read the premise of the
story, I knew I really wanted to read it.For those who haven't heard of the book, this is a graphic
novel set in the fairy tale of Rapunzel. Rather than following the standard storyline where
Rapunzel is trapped in a tower and rescued by some handsome prince, we're given the story of
Rapunzel as a vengeful heroine who frees herself and sets out on a quest to overthrow the evil
witch/queen and free her family and the other unfortunates in the land.The artwork is whimsical
and very well done. The story is quick paced and lots of fun with plenty of tongue in cheek
elements. The general setting/tone of the book is a sort of fantasy wild-wild-west world.
Rapunzel uses her long hair like lassos and bullwhips...knocking down, disarming, and
otherwise tangling up the bad guys along the way. She meets up with Jack (of Jack and the
Beanstalk fame) and together they work their way towards the wicked witch. Jack is quite a cad
(which is how I generally considered him from his fairy tale), but he is of some help to Rapunzel
and they make a decent team.The story was a lot of fun and the art was very engaging. I also
really enjoyed the fact that there wasn't anything too racy, violent or controversial...I finally have a
graphic novel that I would let my kids read by themselves. This in itself is a great selling point for
the book...the comic & graphic novel world has become very mature lately and it's great to see a
rich graphic novel that is appropriate for younger kids. The book itself is a fairly short read (took
me about an hour), but it's probably just right for younger readers.Supposedly there's another
Hale graphic novel in the works, so I'll keep my eye out. If you have younger readers or you're a
kid at heart, and you want to dip into graphic novels while avoiding mature themes, I can
definitely recommend this book to you.****4 stars (out of 5)”

david, “Got what I expected. Writing is a little small but all in all fantastic.”

Mir, “Fun, clever, full of action, a strong girl heroine role model, and, natch, a happy ending. This
illustrated retelling of the famous fairy tale is a load of fun, particularly because the heroine,
Rapunzel--or Punzie, as Jack of Beanstalk fame calls her--is so likable. She's spunky, energetic,
forthright, brave, strong, and full of heart. There is definitely a feministic sensibility in how
capable our gal is portrayed.In this retelling, the witch has growth magic, and the tower in which
our heroine is imprisoned is actually a growing thing--a cross between a tree and a giant bulb.
But Punzie will not be cowed. She devises an escape and is determined to free her mother from
bleak servitude and punish Mother Gothel for her wicked ways. Punzie ends up partnering with
mischievous, gold-loving, wayward, amusing, and somewhat less than perfect Jack and his



magic goose, getting into all sorts of trouble while traversing the land damaged by the tyrannical
use of power by Mother Gothel (aka the witch).The art, while serving the tale well, slips into the
too-simply-drawn at times, but overall is enjoyable. I like that it brings the magic to life well in
certain points of the story.Hale, who did a great job retelling the Goose Girl's tale, does a great
job again of adding to classic storytelling. Her explanation for the tower and the use she puts the
long hair to is a delight. There are moments of genuine laugh out loud humor, too. (The pick of
picks had me guffawing!)I bought this for my 10 year old niece, but I enjoyed it and I'm 49. This is
a romping fun and charming fairy tale retold. I recommend it for all lovers of folklore and comic
book readers young at heart. And it would make a great gift for a young girl in your family,
because it shows a heroine can be loyal and good and moral and caring and also be strong and
righteously indignant and muscular and "the boss." :)”

Matt, “Four Stars. Kids have read and are re-reading this book over and over again.”

Sm Drew, “Feisty heroine with bags of appeal. I bought this for myself and loved the twist on
Rapunzel, here she doesn't passively sit around waiting to be rescued, she takes her fate (and
her hair) into her own hands and rescues herself. Beautifully drawn and wonderfully funny. I
zoomed through it in a couple of hours, but whilst I was reading it I really didnt want to put it
down again.Once I had finished it my daughter (6) spotted it and read it herself. Its now one of
her favourite books and she loves the character of Rapunzel who can stand up for herself and
doesn't let anyone put her down. What a truly wonderful message to give to a child, that you
don't have to wait around for a man to rescue you, that with some self-confidence (and some
reallly long hair) you don't have to rely on anyone else just ebcause of your gender.”

Mrs. V. M. Leonard, “Brilliant!. Here is Rapunzel as you never imagined her... A clever idea, and
well executed. We loved this: wonderful characters, great artwork, pacy plot. Who doesn't like
reading comics?  Fun from start to finish.”

Jeff of the North, “Top notch, complex, inventive comic for 9-13 year old kids and surrounding
adults. My kid loves comic books, mostly french bandes dessinees, but english stuff too. She is
very drawn to fantasy, to strong female characters, and to humour, and this book totally delivers.
Love the female lead with solid moral compass, bravery, slightly too straight, and the comic relief/
joker sidekick/love interest Jack. Love the complicated and sophisticated riffing on fairy tales
and the wild west. A great gift for any kid, and particularly for girls.”

Hope D Paterson, “Good book. It was a great book, the illustrations were amazing, and I would
definitely recommend it. I hope you read this book!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 446 people have provided feedback.
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